It is a great initiative by the government of India to start a single examination, INI-CET, for four central institutes AIIMS, PGI Chandigarh, JIPMER and NIMHANS so, INI-CET is a single window by which students can get into their dream institute. INI-CET Essence replete with new pattern of questions, image-based questions and recent advances.

- Authentic questions of INI-CET with exact language and options including all image-based questions.
- Thoroughly verified answers from subject specialist, faculty members of Dr Pritesh Institute and PG aspirants.
- Covid-19 updates added.
- Explanations in tabulated form, incorporating only high yielding and relevant facts.
- Highlighted important, golden facts and previously asked questions.
- Controversial questions and image-based questions are handled with special care to clear the concept.
- Explanations from latest editions of standard and most authentic textbooks.
- Line diagrams to minimise tedious efforts.
- Mnemonics for faster learning.

Indispensable for combined PG Entrance Test for Admission of AIIMS, PGI Chandigarh, JIPMER and NIMHANS.